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Elabo ra t e l y  i l l u s t r a t e d

1 [ALMANACK]. THE ILLUSTRATED LONDON ALMANACK. London: Published at the
Office of The Illustrated London News, 198, Strand, W.C., 1845-49, 1850-54, 1865-74. £ 750

20 vols. bound in 3; large 8vo, each of 64 pages; those dated 1865-
74 with coloured illustrations and original coloured wrappers bound
in; contemporary half calf, spines with black labels lettered in gilt,
marbled edges.

An attractive group of this unusual, large format and
attractive almanac.
‘Illustrated London Almanack was produced by the Illustrated
London News starting in 1845, that is, at of the first season
of the parent publication. Larger than most almanacs, the
ILA was a folio of eight by eleven inches, but it was a
typical length of sixty-four pages and sold for a shilling, a
fairly moderate price. After 1858, when George Cargill
Leighton took over as printer and publisher for the
Illustrated London News the almanacs were increasingly
elaborately illustrated, with stunning color engravings on
the covers. Its contents (including tables of cab fares in
London, a description of how to write a will, or lists of
popular excursions) suggested an urban, domestic audience.
The most striking feature of the ILA, however, was its
scientific content. From its inception, it had extensive
sections on natural history and astronomy. Scientific notes
became increasingly central to the identity of the almanac.
In the issues of the first two decades, a visible decision to
concentrate on scientific content of a particular sort can be
traced. Changes to the almanac’s content and format show
a publisher honing the direction of his work, with the
intent of establishing through science a product that was
simultaneously useful, moral, popular, and visually
innovative.’ (Anderson).
The first volume has inscribed in pencil an interesting letter
from the London Almanack’s editor addressed to a Mr Wm.
Game, Boston [Lincs.] ‘Memorandum:- The Illustrated London News:- office 198 Strand W.C. Jan 20th 1864. Sir,
The Almanack commenced in 1845; those for 1849-54 & 57 are out of print; the others can be had price 1s 2d each.
Yours obedient servant George C. Leighton.’ Presumably Mr Game was trying to complete his series.
See Katherine Anderson Predicting the Weather, Victorians and the Science of Meteorology Chicago, 2005
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2 [ANASTATIC PRINTING], [ROBERTSON,
Joseph]. THE FIRST NUMBER OF THE EDINBURGH
COURANT Edinburgh: Reprinted from the Edinburgh
Evening Courant. XVIII February MDCCL [1850].      £ 300

Folio, pp. 24; mounted lithographic facsimile; original dark purple, half roan
over cloth, upper cover lettered in gilt; presentation inscription on half-title
‘Messrs Longmans & Co. Publishers, London, with the compliments from the
Editor, Edinburgh, 20th July, 1850.

Possibly the first attempt of making an Antistatic facsimile in
Scotland.
The facsimile was first issued in the 18th of February issue of the
Edinburgh Evening Courant. It is likely that the paper used Wood’s
patent which included the use of zinc plates that could be wrapped
round cylinders. The text accompanying the facsimile appears to
worry about ‘presenting out reader “the counterfeit resemblance”
of a Scottish newspaper of the age of Queen Anne… .’
Robertson, Joseph (1810–1866), journalist and historian was editor
of the Edinburgh Evening Courant from 1849 to 1853. In the early
1860s he selected records for inclusion in Facsimiles of National
Manuscripts of Scotland, an edition of texts including facsimiles made
by the new technique of photozincography.
Couper, W.J. The Edinburgh Periodical Press Stirling, 1908 p. 215;
COPAC and OCLC record copies held at four libraries National
Library of Scotland, LSE, V&A and Guelph

3 BARRATT, Thomas J. THE ANNALS OF HAMPSTEAD. London, Adam and Charles Black,
1912. £ 750

FIRST EDITION, ONE OF 550 COPIES SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR IN THE FIRST VOLUME. Three vols., large 4to,
pp. xxxvi, 306; xix [1] blank, 299 [1] blank; xviii, 409 [1] blank; 66 plates including 29 coloured, 28 photogravure and a
collotype; numerous text illustrations, 5 maps (4 folding), and a folding plate in pocket at the end of the second volume; original dark
blue cloth, decorated in gilt, edges gilt.

A bright set of the definitive work on the history and topography of Hampstead. 
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By  no  means  m e r e  c o s t ume  p l a t e s

4 CHALON, John James. TWENTY FOUR SUBJECTS EXHIBITING THE COSTUME OF
PARIS. the Incidents taken from Nature, London: Rodwell & Martin. New Bond Street. C. Hullmandel’s
Lithography 1822. £ 3,850

Folio [440 × 310mm.], lithograph title; 24 hand-coloured lithographs by Hullmandel; contemporary maroon, spine lettered in gilt,
some minor scuffing; bookplate on front paste-down of Robert Lionel Foster; together with a loosely inserted lithograph of the artist.

‘According to Beraldi (XII, 232) this “very curious and rare album” appeared as a small quarto in London. These
plates, which are large folio in size, may represent a French issue of the work, though the English edition had 

captions in French. … His designs are by no means mere costume plates. Instead they are animated and faithful
studies of Parisian manners and customs in the years 1820’ (Ray, 124). 
Chalon was born in Geneva, but spent most of his working life in London, where he attended the Academy School
and was elected R.A. in 1846. 
Abbey, Travel, 108; Beall F 47; Colas 588; Lipperheide Fd15; Ray, The Art of the French Illustrated Book, 124.

5 [CHANNEL TUNNEL]. A COLLECTION OF 10 PRINTED SPEECHES, PAMPHLETS,
MEMORANDA, REPORTS AND BOOKS ON THE CHANNEL TUNNEL PROJECT. London,
1882 - 1961. £ 550

10 volumes in 8vo, housed in a custom-made red drop-back cloth box with green gilt-stamped lettering piece and library shelfmark label
on spine; a little dusty; withdrawn from Nottingham Reference Library. 

Proposals for a Channel Tunnel go back to Albert Mathieu’s 1802 plan involving horse-drawn carts and an artificial
island in the middle of the Channel. For over 150 years, British political and media pressure over compromised
national security stalled attempts to construct a tunnel, which is well documented in this collection and illustrated by
quoting from item number II: ‘As for the Tunnel, I have been delighted to hear so many eminent authorities say
today that it is going to be a great risk, a great danger, and a great source of anxiety to the nation.’ 
The collection contains: 
I. TYLDEN-WRIGHT, Charles. THE CHANNEL TUNNEL. 1882-3. - Pp. [ii, title in manuscript], [3]-15, with 6
lithographic plates (four double-page size and in colour, two folding; one plate loose; bound in 20th-century red
cloth.
Separately paginated offprint from the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineering, volume 32.
Charles Tylden-Wright presents a thorough and highly illustrated study of the feasibility of the project, including
chapters on the geology, the tunnel drilling machine and a locomotive driven by pressurised air for driving the
drilling machine under the sea. This locomotive, developed by Colonel Beaumont was designed to pull a 150 ton
train and its air pressure could be recharged from air vessels in the tunnel. ‘The first serious attempt to build a
tunnel came with an Act of Parliament in 1875 authorising the Channel Tunnel Company Ltd. to start preliminary
trials. This was an Anglo-French project with a simultaneous Act of Parliament in France. By 1877 several shafts 
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had been sunk to a depth of 330 feet at Sangatte in France but initial work carried out at St. Margaret’s Bay, to the
east of Dover had to be abandoned due to flooding. In 1880 under the direction of Sir Edward Watkin, Chairman
of the South Eastern Railway, a new shaft (No. 1 shaft) was sunk at Abbot’s Cliff, between Dover and Folkestone
with a horizontal gallery being driven along the cliff, 10 feet above the high water mark. This seven foot diameter
pilot tunnel was eventually to be enlarged to standard gauge with a connection to the South Eastern Railway. After
Welsh miners had bored 800 feet of tunnel a second shaft (No 2) was sunk at Shakespeare Cliff in February 1881.
This tunnel was started under the foreshore heading towards a mid channel meeting with the French pilot tunnel.
Both tunnels were to have been bored using a compressed air boring machine invented and built by Colonel
Fredrick Beaumont MP. Beaumont had been involved with the Channel Tunnel Company since 1874 and had
successfully bored a number of tunnels without the use of explosives and 3½ times faster than manual labour. It
was not however Beaumont’s boring machine that was used. Captain Thomas English of Dartford, Kent patented a
far superior rotary boring machine in 1880 capable of cutting nearly half a mile a month and it was this not
Beaumont’s machine that was used on this first attempt at tunnelling under the channel. The tunnel was credited to
Beaumont in ‘The Engineer’ magazine and despite letters of protest the editor refused to correct the mistake and
Beaumont did nothing to clarify the situation. Even to this day this early Channel Tunnel trial is often credited to
the Beaumont machine’ 

.
II. THE CHANNEL TUNNEL. Royal United Service Institution. Important Discussion [drop-head title]. [London,
1907]. - Pp. 10, [2, blank]; first and final leaf strengthened at inner margins; plain wrappers.
Minutes of a discussion amongst high ranking military personal on the security aspects of the project and its impact
on food supply.
III. [CLARKE, George S.] LORD SYDENHAM OF COMBE. The Channel Tunnel. Military Aspect of the
Question. [London, A. E. Walter] for the House of Commons, 1914. - Pp. 36, portrait of the author tipped onto title-
verso; plain wrappers, original printed wrappers preserved.
Just one day after the assassination of the Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife at Sarajevo the former
secretary of the Committee of Imperial Defence discusses the defensibility and military vulnerability of a tunnel.
IV. DE HORSEY, Sir Algernon. NATIONAL DEFENCE V. CHANNEL TUNNEL. Second Impression.
London, Longmans, Green, and Co., 1914. - Pp. 15; first and final leaf strengthened at inner margins; plain wrappers. 
The geologist Algernon de Horsey weighs the pros and cons of a channel tunnel, especially at wartime, which
triggered this second impression (first, 1913).
V. CHANNEL TUNNEL COMPANY. THE CHANNEL TUNNEL and the World War. [London, January, 1917].
- Pp. [iv], 242; original printed front wrapper, title and the final two leaves encased in protective tissue, evenly
browned due to paper stock; modern red cloth.
The Channel Tunnel Company lobbied the Prime Minister Asquith and the House of Commons Channel Tunnel
Committee to approve of their project. The company was supported by the M. P. Arthur Fell, who a history of
tunnel projects and collects opinions of the press.
VI. FOX, Francis. GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS of the Channel Tunnel [drop-head title] [London, William Clowes],
1917. - Pp. 11, [1], with two plates and one map in the text; first and final leaf strengthened at inner margins; plain
wrappers.
Separately paginated offprint from The Geographical Journal, containing not only notes on the geology, but as well
passages on the compatibility of the British and French railway systems, and on the design of the tunnel
VII. FELL, Arthur. THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT and the Channel Tunnel. London, Hugh Rees, 1917. - Pp. 15;
first and final leaf strengthened at inner margins; plain wrappers.
The MP and relentless campaigner for a tunnel here uses as an argument the close link between the allies against the
objections of the War Office.
VIII. [CHANNEL TUNNEL COMPANY]. The Channel Tunnel. London, McCorquodale, [1918]. - Pp. [ii], 89, [2],
blank, with two portraits (one in pagination) and a few illustrations in the text; first and final leaf strengthened at
inner margins; modern red cloth.
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Yet another PR publication in favour of the tunnel, combining Arthur Fell’s London and the Tunnel, given in his
position as chairman of the House of Commons Channel Tunnel Committee, minutes of the International
Parliamentary Commercial Conference where the tunnel was discussed within the international context, a lecture to
British soldiers in Paris by Baron Emile d’Erlanger, chairman of the company and at the end of the volume From
London to the Cape by Rail, a French and Spanish Scheme, to Connect with Channel Tunnel.
IX. ECONOMIC ADVISORY COUNCIL. CHANNEL TUNNEL COMMITTEE. Report. Presented to
Parliament by Command of His Majesty. London, H. M. Stationery Office, 1930. - Pp. 111, with four large folding and
linen-backed tables, sections and maps in a pocket inside rear cover (a little crinkled); contemporary morocco-
backed cloth.
The illustrations are on the cross-channel trade of goods and human traffic, one is a good colour-lithographic map
and section of the proposed tunnel.
X. ABEL, Deryck. Channel Underground. A New Survey of the Channel Tunnel Question. London and Dunmow, Pall
Mall Press, [1961]. - Pp. xvi, 127, with frontispiece and double-page size plate printed on both sides; modern red
cloth.
The plate shows two different ways of building a tunnel and the proposed British terminal of the Channel Tunnel.

Par i s i an  s hop  f r o n t s  and  i n t e r i o r s

6 CHAVANCE, René. NOUVELLES
BOUTIQUES, façades et intérieurs. Paris, Éditions Albert
Lévy, [1929].                                                          £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. Small folio, pp. [12], 48 plates in photogravure;
loose, as issued in the original cloth-backed portfolio, printed boards with
an image in silver and black laid onto the upper cover, cloth ties.

A fine copy of this interesting and beautifully executed
collection of Parisian shop fronts and interiors by some of the
leading architectural practitioners and interior designers of the
day. 
Included are examples of works by Siclis, Ruhlmann, Mallet-
Stevens, Patout, René Herbst, Maurice Dufrène and and
Maurice Jallot. The range of shops is quite wide: hairdressers,
furniture showrooms, jewellers, chemist, a bar, cinema and
shoe shops. Particularly noteworthy are Mallet-Stevens’ design
for the Peugeot showroom on the Champs-Élysées, the
buildings of the Nicolas chain of wine merchants designed by
Patout and an electrical goods supplier with a showroom of
‘machines parlantes’ i.e. radios.
The original portfolio was strikingly designed with diagonal
typography in red and black with a photographic illustration
printed on silver tinted paper by Jean Carlu. 

7 [CHRONOLOGY OF BRITISH SOVEREIGNS]. CORONATION AT WESTMINSTER
JULY 19 1821 [London or Birmingham] 1821. £ 850

17 double sided circular engraved paper discs, each 41 mm diameter, one pasted to underside of lid and another at the bottom of box;
contained within circular bronze medallion style commemorative box, 47 mm. in diameter; bust portrait of George IV turned to sinister
on the upper lid with the legend ‘George IV. Ascended the British throne Jan 29 1820 in the 58 year of his age,’ bottom of box with a
crown surrounded by the floral emblems of the three kingdoms and the legend ‘Coronation at Westminster July 19 1821’.

A neatly made commemorative medal box
which contains the engraved heads of each
monarch from William the Conqueror to
George IV excepting of course that British
aberration Cromwell but less explicable Mary
II consort of William III.
An incomplete copy is held at the Center of
British Art at Yale and another at the British
Museum. Apparently the first sixteen engraved
discs were earlier issued in a box celebrating
one hundred years of the House of Brunswick
and later with a substituted backing to the box
commemorating George IV’s jaunt to
Scotland in 1822.
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Go ld  d i g g e r s  -  l i t e r a l l y

8 CLACY, Ellen. A LADY’S VISIT TO THE GOLD DIGGINGS OF AUSTRALIA. In 1852-53.
London, [Schulze and Co.] for Hurst and Blackett, 1853. £ 385

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vii, 302, [35] advertisements; with steel-engraved frontispiece; evenly a little browned due to paper
stock, a few spots; original publisher’s plum cloth, spine decorated and lettered in gilt, boards with blind-stamped ornaments; extremities
a little bumped and worn.

The first book by a woman on the Australian
goldfields giving a very vivid account of the
rough and tumble of daily life in search of
immense wealth. 
Ellen Sturmer who lived at Richmond, Surrey
in 1831, ‘migrated to Australia with her
brother, who intended to look for gold in
Victoria, in 1852. There she married Charles
Clacy … Mrs Clacy spent six months in
Australia, describing conditions on the
goldfields, and the difficulties faced by those
who arrived in Melbourne from England,
such as unobtainable accommodation, the
high cost of living and the difficulty of
finding tradesmen. She was an exceptional
woman and adapted quickly, cooking, keeping
camp and washing for gold, but also writing
her diary, collecting facts and figures and
recording stories. She outlined the benefits of
women’s influence on tent life whilst noting
that there often was a sort of heart beneath the rough exterior of the male digger. The worst danger to women was
marriage - and finding themselves treated with twenty times the respect and consideration to be met with in
England. The book provides a detailed and humorous account of Ellen Clacy’s adventures in a strange land’
(Theakstone).
The frontispiece shows Bendigo Creek, possibly engraved after a sketch by the author.
Ferguson 8280; Theakstone p. 52 f.

9 COBURN, Alvin Langdon. THE BOOK OF HARLECH. Harlech, D. H. Parry, 1920. £ 650

FIRST EDITION. Oblong 4to, pp. 15, 20 tipped-in photomechanical reproductions of photos by Coburn in various tints;
beginning and end a little foxed, not affecting text or photos; original publisher’s grey boards, front cover printed in black; extremities
lightly worn.

The American-born Alvin Langdon
Coburn (1882-1966) was an important
figure in photography and one of the
photographers associated with Alfred
Stieglitz and the Photosecession
movement. 
He had been attracted to the North
Welsh town of Harlech as early as 1916,
and invited by his close friend, the
Kodak managing director Geroge
Davison. ‘Two years later he bought a
plot of land upon which he built a small
house, calling it “Cae Besi”. After the
publication of The Book of Harlech in
1920, for which he provided both
illustrations and text, he began to
become less actively involved in
photography, though in 1924 he
mounted another solo exhibition at the
Royal Photographic Society’ (National
Library of Wales, Alvin Langdon Coburn
Papers, online). He settled in Harlech in
1930, after having destroyed about 15
thousand of his glass negatives.
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10 COBURN, Alvin Langdon. MOOR PARK
RICKMANSWORTH. A Series of Photographs…
with an introduction by Lady Ebury. London,
[Chiswick Press] for Elkin Matthews, Cork Street,
1914.                                                                   £ 750

FIRST ISSUE. Small 4to, pp. 55, [1], 20 tipped-in photographs
printed in mezzogravure; only light foxing in places; text largely
unopened; uncut in the original printed drab wrappers; a little spotted,
head and tail of spine worn.

The 20 plates by Coburn show interior and external views
of Moor Park, the entrance gates and parkland, ‘the
perfectest Figure of a Garden I ever saw’ according to Sir
William Temple. Alvin Langdon Coburn was an important
figure in photography and one of the photographers
associated with Alfred Stieglitz and the Photosecession
movement. 
Gernsheim in Alvin Langdon Coburn, Photographer lists the
publication dated 1913, although we have not been able to
locate a copy in any library bearing this date. Most copies
we have seen are dated 1915; they are composed of the
same sheets as this - apparently first issue - but with a
cancel title. 
Both OCLC and COPAC list only 1915 issues.

11 [COOKING APPARATUS] R. & A. MAIN, LTD, GOTHIC IRON WORKS London and
Falkirk Contractors to the Admiralty and War Office [London?:] 1923. £ 125

4to, pp [152]; half-tone illustrations; original red boards, upper cover with title in gilt on black.

A wonderful variety of heavy duty kitchen ranges, designed chiefly for large country houses, hotels hospitals, railway

dining cars etc. The work is divided into steam, gas, and coal apparatus and includes fish and chip fryers, plate
warmers, hot closets, warmers, vegetable steamers, jacket potato steamers. carving tables, also a number of simpler
ranges and cookers for mansion houses and smaller ordinary domestic kitchens.

The company was based in London and Glasgow although much of the casting and fabrication was done at their
Gothic Works foundry in Edminton. A contemporary letter is loosely inserted from the company to F.G.
Robertson R.I. architect, Morland, Skelmorlie 
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12 CROWTHER SMITH, H.F. A LAWN
TENNIS ALPHABET, London: Slazengers, Laurence
Pountney Hill. 1913.                                                £ 550

4to, title, pp. [60] including 26 coloured illustrations, each with a facing
page of letterpress; original buff boards, the upper cover with a colour
printed title

I fine copy of this commemoration of Tennis prior to the First
War.
‘The Lawn Tennis Alphabet, by H.J. Crowther-Smith, was
published by Slazengcr the following year. This was a book of
rhyming couplets with a different letter of the alphabet on
each page, facing a cartoon of the subject of the rhyme. So, for
example:
A for the Aliens - those big merry twins,
Examples of bow well combined merit wins.
‘Not great poetry perhaps, but the facing cartoons are
excellent. The one of the Allen twins features the backs of two
rotund figures dressed exactly the same, a racquet in each right
hand, facing a wall. The impression is that of a gent’s lavatory.
There could have been many names starting with ‘H, but
Hillyard’s term as Wimbledon Secretary is highlighted:
While Hillyard’s in Office there’s nought can go wrong;
During Wimbledon week be goes ‘specially strong.
‘On the facing page is a cartoon of him in profile, racquet
under his arm and towel in hand. Once again, not memorable verse, but an affectionate and original cartoon.’ see
Bruce Tarran George Hillyard: The man who moved Wimbledon 1913, p. 97.

13 [CROYDON, Edward, publisher]. TORQUAY VIEWS. Royal Series, under the immediate
Patronage of her Majesty the Queen [cover title]. [Newman & Co. in London for Croydon’ Royal Library
and Reading Room in Torquay, c. 1848]. £ 3,500

Oblong folio, 10 tinted lithograph plates by Newman & Co. 48, Watling St. London; some minor spotting; in the original publisher’s
cloth-backed boards, skilfully recased preserving original end-papers, front cover lettered and ornamented in red and gold; a little worn
and spotted.
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A very rare series of views of the Devon seaside town of Torquay, which became popular as a resort during the
Victorian era. Many new terraces and crescents feature in the lithographs, alongside full views from both the sea
and the hills nearby.
The plates include Torquay from Park Hill; Torquay from Waldon Hill; Torquay from Livermead; Hesketh
Crescent from the Sea; Anstey’s Cove & Bishopstowe; Anstey’s Cove looking West; Watcombe Torquay;
Babbacombe; and Berry Pomeroy Castle (2 views)
Not in Anderson or OCLC; COPAC locates one copy only, in the British Library

Rad i c a l  J a ck

14 [DURHAM]. AN ALBUM OF 35 BROADSIDES BELONGING TO THE LAMBTON
FAMILY. Durham, Sunderland, Newcastle, South Shields and Bishopwearmouth, various printers, 1802-
1839. £ 1,500

Formats ranging from small 8vo to 4to, a few broadsides folded, the final item, dated 1839, is actually a four-page pamphlet; one
broadside stained, a few with minor spots and short tears to folds; all mounted and bound in a later 4to album of crushed olive morocco,
by Rivière; rebacked preserving original gilt spine; bookplate of Ralph Edward Lambton mounted on front pastedown.

A good bound collection of otherwise uncollected broadsides and ephemera related to election campaigns for the
heavily contested Westminster Parliament seat of Durham, including a few file copies with details of print runs etc. 
The album opens with a note of thanks to the worthy and independent Freemen of the City of Durham by R. J.
Lambton, after his election with a majority of 20 votes. This is followed by a notification of the next parliamentary
election of 1807, wherein Lambton declares that he has no joint interests with the other candidates. The next
broadside is a poem describing the 1811 candidates Lambton and Barnard as both being ‘independent, and nobly
descendent.’ The anonymous author then encourages the electorate ‘Fail not to protect them, respect them, elect
them’. 

With the fourth item the most famous member of the Lambton family John George Lambton, nicknamed Radical
Jack, the first earl of Durham (1792–1840) enters the stage: ‘Barely twenty-one, on 20 September 1813 Lambton
was returned at a by-election as MP for co. Durham, declaring himself a reformer but “no friend … to wild and
improbable theories” (Reid, 1.68). His election brought him into contact with the Whig aristocrat Earl Grey, whose
daughter Louisa Elizabeth Grey he married on 9 December 1816’ (Oxford DNB). In the electioneering broadside,
signed Lambton Hall, August 2, 1813, he vows ‘It shall be my Study, my Pride, to deserve your approbation, and to
prove to you the high sense I entertain of the necessity of devoting the utmost attention to those Interests, and
more especially to the Concerns of your Sea-port Towns’. This is followed by a handbill accusing the Lambtons of
looking after their family interests in politics via ‘agents and hirelings of the Lambtons.’ Radical Jack stood again in
the next election, 1818, and in a Sunderland printed handbill he promises to uphold the freeholders’ rights and
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privileges. This is followed by three poems to be sung to popular melodies in praise of Lambton, as a fighter for
peace and liberty. 
In 1823 the freemen of Durham signed a petition to another member of the Lambton clan, Ralph John, to
represent them; the printed broadside encouraging the signing of the petition is present in this collection. Another
broadside is a theatrical scene illustrating Radical Jack and his wife discussing politics the night before the
canvassing. It is entitled The School for Patriots. Other, mostly rhyming broadsides of the 1820s follow, all in support
of Lambton. One, Particulars of the Duel between Mr Lambton and Mr Beaumont, reports in detail of a dramatic incident
in Radical Jack’s life, intertwining the private with the political: Lambton fought ‘a duel in 1826 with his Eton
contemporary T. W. Beaumont, who was defending his Northumberland seat against Lambton’s brother-in-law
Lord Howick’ (Oxford DNB). Other broadsides accompanying Lambton’s politics and career, and one long poem
on four pages conclude the collection of Lambtoniana. 
Several of these ephemera indicate that they are the printer’s copies, with notes on the print run, or holes in the
middle resulting from putting them on to a spike in the printshop, a widespread custom of this profession.

Smoo th - o p e r a t i n g  e qu i pmen t

15 [ELEVATORS]. ELEVATOR CARS - ELEVATOR ENTRANCES. Catalogue No. 56.
Cleveland Ohio: The Tyler Company [New York, Bartlett Orr Press], 1927. £ 750

Small folio [280 x 225mm.] pp. 195, [1]; tipped in colour frontispiece of the founder, numerous colour illustrations and examples of
paint and finishes. original black mock leather backed green
cloth, the upper cover titled in gilt.

Washington S. Tyler, a pioneer manufacturer in
Cleveland, was to gain a considerable share of the
American elevator market through promoting his
business with lavishly illustrated catalogues. 
These catalogues provided every facet of elevator
construction, this was no accident but company policy,
a form of marketing that ensured architects and
designers would defer to Tyler Company when
installing elevator equipment. In the introduction on
‘The use of the book’ the company wisdom extols is
‘To assure dependable, smooth-operating equipment, it
is especially essential to have undivided responsibility;
therefore, all of the parts which go to make up the
complete elevator entrance should included in one
specification and in one contract to one company.’
Tyler’s thus kept competing businesses from making
alterations to his installations, and this together with the
increased need of elevators at the beginning of the
twentieth century and lack of any uniform building
regulations on their instillation gave Tyler’s company a
distant advantage. 
The catalogue is arranged in sixteen sections that
include designs for key plates, door panels, jambs,
soffits, trims, pilasters, locks, glass, light fixtures and
finishes. All the elements where interchangeable and the
architect had only to choose form the catalogue the
requisite, style colour, and finish. The catalogue
includes five plates of finishes and inset on the inside
back cover 8 bronzed and copper plackets of metal
finishes.

16 [EQUESTRIAN]. INTERNATIONAL HORSE SHOW [OLYMPIA], London, 1909. £ 185

Small Folio, [32 x 26cm] 18 leaves green card mounted with 32 mounted photographs [15 x 21 cm. and smaller]; green padded calf,
upper cover lettered in gilt.

Billed as the greatest horse show London had ever seen it was clearly one of the high points of the 1909 Season.
This professionally produced album includes views of the Royal box, committee members, competitors, trophy
cases, the luxurious horse boxed built by the Vanderbilt’s and others, arrival of historic carriages, various views of
the arena and other attractions. This was clearly a high point of the season with an audience in all their finery
sporting top hats, boaters and very feathery effusions.
‘The great glazed roof of the Olympia building has been partially screened in, so that the spectators will not suffer,
as formerly, inconvenience from the afternoon sun. These screens are festooned with 5,000 ft. of mauve wisteria,
and every arc lamp is in a cradle of fernery. It would be impossible to enumerate the composition of the floral
scheme in its entirety. The arena and its amphitheatre are garnished with many tens of thousands of blooms,
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relieved with thousands of palms and 5,000
square feet of green turf, and, over and above
the usual lighting of the building, over 3,000
electric lights have been concealed to intensify
the night effect. The Royal box will be
smothered in crimson and pink ramblers,
interlaced with lilies of the valley, blue
hydrangeas, orchids, and other choice flowers.
The object of this elaborate and luxuriant
decoration is to furnish an attraction that will
bring to the great international meeting a charm
beyond that attaching to the horse alone. It is an
idea borrowed from abroad, and if last year may
be taken as a criterion, it is an idea that is not
distasteful to the British mind. Arrangements
have been made, or to be more correct are
being finished, to stable 900 animals in the
Olympia buildings themselves. The competition
between the great Vanderbilt’s, Winan’s and
Moore Stables.’ (The Times 4 June 1909)

‘ I  s e e  no t  how  ou r  s c ho o l s  c an  w e l l  b e  w i t hou t  t h i s  au tho r ’

17 [EUTROPIUS]. CLARKE, John. EUTROPII HISTORIÆ ROMANÆ BREVIARIUM, cum
versione Anglicâ, in qua, verbum de verbo, quantum fieri licuit, exprimitur, notis quoque & indice. Or,
Eutropius’s compendious history of Rome, together with an English translation as literal as possible, notes
and an index. By John Clarke Master of the Publick Grammar-School in Hull, in Pursuance of the Method
of Teaching the Latin Tongue laid down by him in his Essay upon the Education of Youth in Grammar-
Schools. York: Printed by Charles Bourne for Tho. Hammond jun. Bookseller, and sold by A. Bettesworth
in Pater-Noster Row, and Charles Hartley at the Book and Hart in Aldmanbury, London, Anno Dom
1722. £ 285

FIRST EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION. 8vo, pp. [xii], 162, [3] index, [2] advertisements, [1] blank; some minor
dust-soiling in places, otherwise clean throughout; in recent half calf, spine with red morocco label lettered in gilt; with contemporary neat
ownership signature on title; a very good copy.

Rare first edition of this translation of Eutripius’ Breviarium historiae
Romanae published in York for the use in schools, by John Clarke,
‘Master of the Publick Grammar School in Hull, in pursuance of the
Method of teaching the Latin Tongue’.
‘I have translated this author, as highly proper to be read in our schools
upon double account. 1st, as he is one of the easiest authors in the Latin
tongue; and 2dly, as he gives us a pretty good compend or abridgement
of the Roman story, down from the building of the city, to the death of
Jovian, that is, for a term of above 1100 years. And as the history of
Greece and Rome is absolutely necessary for a scholar, because of the
frequent hints and allusions thereto, in the most valuable performances
of the learn’d, both ancient and modern. I see not how our schools can
well be without this author’ (Preface, p. [iv]).
The work is printed in double column with parallel text in Latin and
English, and includes lengthy footnotes by Clarke throughout. Gerard
Vossius’s account of Eutropius is also included after the preface (pp. vii-
xi).
John Clarke, classicist and teacher, was appointed headmaster of the
public grammar school at Hull in 1720. He was the author of several
works on the philosophy of education as well as a number of Latin
grammars and translations of the classics, but is perhaps best known for
his Essay upon the Education of Youth in Grammar Schools (1720).
OCLC records copies at British Library, Edinburgh University and NLS
with ESTC record just one copy in North America, at the Folger and
further copies at Nottingham University Library, Bodleian Library, St.
Andrews University Library, University of Hull and York Minster
Library. 
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Alken ’ s  f i n e s t  s po r t i n g  pano rama

18 [FOX HUNTING]. ALKEN, Henry. PANORAMA OF A FOX HUNT. Shewing a Large Scope
of the Leicestershire, Rutlandshire and Lincolnshire Counties; with all Sorts of Riders, Good, Bad, &
Indifferent. R. Ackermann Junr. 191 Regent Street, London. Jany. 1st 1828. £ 5,850

Hand coloured etched panorama [13.5 x 335 cm] with running legend below printed on six sheets and folding into the original
decorative gold paper and cloth backed folder; the upper cover with a label of a scene showing four huntsmen, three of them mounted,
together with their hounds, preparing for the hunt to commence above a shortened version of the title; title label on inside upper cover;
heraldic bookplate of Clarence S Bement; leather label of Joseph Widener and coloured label of Joseph Spitz, also an unobtrusive neat
rubber stamp on the verso; contained in a red morocco slipcase, spine lettered in gilt.

Considered Alken’s finest sporting panorama.
The story on the panorama advances from left to right in one continuous view, captions appearing in the bottom
margin: ‘All horse Hunters, who never see the Hounds but once in the day’; ‘Some very doubtful ones’; ‘A good one
- but behind from a fall, and Down again’; ‘Podge at a Gate - by some of all sorts, mostly bad’; ‘No Judgment at all’;
‘Excessive Polite’; ‘more Judgment than Pluck’; ‘With more Pluck than Judgment’; ‘Let’s take the Road’; ‘A perfect
Snaffle horse’; ‘Steady she goes’; ‘A Horse caught’; ‘Catch my horse’; ‘Slap at anything’; ‘a check’; ‘a Roller’; ‘Have a
care - 2 to 1 on a fall’; ‘a positive Railer’; ‘Down for a Dozen’; ‘Go along Bob - that pace will do the trick’; ‘See Ben
- how they do push him along’; ‘Hold hard - dont ye cross the Scent’; ‘Wo-e Wo-e’; ‘Tally ho.’ 

Title and imprint on a trimmed sheet attached to extreme right of the panorama. Siltzer states that the panorama
was re-issued in 1837 at £1.11.6d on three sheets. Gee, in Sporting Panoramas, describes a state dated as late as Jan.
1st 1840. The panorama was still being advertised by Ackermann in the New Spring Magazine, 18 Mar. 1846, price
31s.6d.
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19 [GRAVE MONUMENTS] MONUMENTA; or, Designs for Tombs, Wall Monuments, Head-
Stones, Grave Crosses, &c. London, J. Hagger, [c. 1867-1868]. £ 1,100

4to, pp. [4], iv, with additional lithographic title and 101 (92 tinted, several in in two colours) lithographic plates; a few text leaves
with short marginal tears; modern brown half-morocco over cloth-covered boards, spine with raised bands and gilt-stamped red morocco
lettering-piece.

The designs are by various architects, stonemasons and artisans, such as Henry Jarvis junior, W. N. Lockington, his
companion Henry Shaw, and J. Nisbet. All historical styles are presented here in this pattern book for funerary
architecture. The compiler of this work was obviously a practitioner, who in the preface on the Choice and
Preservation of the stone opines: ‘Many a thousand pounds has been thrown away in building with friable stone.
which, instead of lasting ages, as was intended, has crumbled away before the edifice it composed was finished. Our
New Houses of Parliament furnish an expensive proof of it’.

20 GUALDO PRIORATO, Conte Galleazzo. RELATIONE DELLA CITTÀ DI GENOVA. e suo
dominio. Colonia: Pietro de la Place, [Brussels, F. Foppens], 1668. £ 185

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [vi], 118, without initial and final blanks; small stains to A5-6 and C1, small hole in B7’; only lightly
browned. modern half vellum.

The rare First Edition of Conte Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato’s (1606-1678) history and guide of Genua. 
Here he lists with short descriptions the 47 churches and 33 principal piazze as well as recording the multitude of
local saints and principal families of the region insisting upon their hospitality and splendour of residences. 
The imprint here, like that to his publication on Lucca issued in the same year, is false. It is entirely likely that this is
a front used by the Belgian printer F. Foppens who had issued the French translation Priorato’s Histoire du Traité de
Paix, conclue a Saint Jean de Luz entre les deux couronnes of 1659. Indeed the typographic characteristics of the present
volume would seem to confirm this, pointing to a northern European origin. It was reissued in 1675 in a collected
edition together with the same author’s descriptions of Lucca, Bologna and Florence. The first part of Priorato’s
career was the one of a mercenary and military leader, known under the name Galeazzo Gualdo. During the 30-
Years-War he was active as a recruiter of soldiers in England, ‘worked’ in the Netherlands, sought to conquer
Portuguese trading posts on the Northern African coast, and lost a battle near the Southern German village of
Alerheim in 1645. Galeazzo Gualdo finished his military career, and upon returning to his native Italy became a
historian, and was in diplomatic service of the Swedish Queen Kristina in Rome.
Lozzi, 2121; Parenti, Dizionario dei luoghi di stampa falsi, inventati o supposti, pp. 52-53; OCLC records 6 copies in
America, at Universty of California (UCLA and Santa Barbara), Newberry, Harvard, National Gallery of Art, and at
University of Cincinnati.
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21 HAAS, Carl [editor]. KAISERLICHE KÖNIGLICHE BILDER-GALLERIE IM BELVEDERE
ZU WIEN. Nach den Zeichnungen des k. k. Hofmahlers Sigm. v. Perger in Kupfer gestochen von
verschiedenen Künstlern. Nebst Erklärungen in artistischer und historischer Hinsicht. Vienna, Carl Haas,
1821-28. £ 350

4 vols., 4to., pp. [viii], 240 engraved plates, each accompanied by 2 text leaves, one in German, one in French; occasional light spotting
to a few plates; later half red pebble-grained morocco, spine lettered in gilt, top edge gilt.

This impressive highly illustrated catalogue of old master paintings in the Belvedere in Vienna appeared in 60 parts,
each with four plates and descriptive texts in both German and French. A monumental documentation of one of
the finest collections of paintings, still in the original building.
Books on Art, p. 1573; Graesse III, 14. 

Hol l a r  r e v i v a l

22 HOLLAR, William. THE DANCE OF DEATH;
Painted by H. Holbein, and Engraved by W. Hollar.
London: Printed by C. Whittingham, Dean Street, Fetter
Lane, for John Harding, 36, St. James’s Street. 1804.  £ 650

LARGE PAPER COPY. 4to, pp. [4], 70, [2] adverts., [2] blank; 33
hand coloured plates including 2 portraits and a folding plate; contemporary
calf, skilfully rebacked preserving the original spine.

A fine large paper and coloured copy of Hollar’s detailed plates.
Wenceslaus Hollar published his 30 etchings for the first time in
1651. After a number of editions, the plates went out of fashion
and disappeared for a while.
A hundred years later there was a renewed interest in things
medieval and Hollar’s etched plates reissued. 
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Res o r t i n g  t o  We s t

23 IBBETSON, Julius Caesar, John LAPORTE, and J. HASSELL. A PICTURESQUE GUIDE
TO BATH, BRISTOL HOT-WELLS, THE RIVER AVON, AND THE ADJACENT COUNTRY;
illustrated with a set of views, taken in the summer of 1792 by Mess. Ibbetson, Laporte & J. Hassell; and
engraved in Aquatint. London: Hookham and Carpenter, 1793. £ 1,450

LARGE PAPER COPY 4to, pp. [iv], 266, [2], with 16 aquatint plates with fine contemporary hand-colouring; contemporary half
russia with a flat spine lettered in gilt, some minor chipping to extremities and upper hinge cracked; with early ownership on title of
‘Thos Howell’ and an unusually colourful heraldic bookplate of Edward Mash Browell. 

This finely produced guide to fashionable Bath ‘contains sixteen hand-coloured aquatints of much merit’ (Martin-
Hardie). All sixteen of the plates were aquatinted by Hassell, fourteen being taken from his own drawings with one
after Laporte with one after Ibbetson. In a further eight drawings Ibbetson also inserted the figures into the
landscapes.
Although not credited the text is very probably also by Ibbertson, he describes a journey from London and with
some flair he details the chief places of interest in and about Bath.
Abbey, Scenery, 38; Prideaux, p. 339, Martin-Hardie, p.140, Toovey 277.

24 KINSEY, Rev. William Morgan. PORTUGAL
ILLUSTRATED; IN A SERIES OF LETTERS … Embellished
with a map, plates of coins, vignettes and various engravings of
costumes, landscape scenery, &c. London: Treuttel, Würtz, and
Richter, 1829.                                                                         £ 550

FIRST EDITION. Large 8vo, pp. xxxvii [3] 500, [4]; engraved double-page map
and 31 engraved plates including an additional title, and 9 hand coloured aquatints
illustrating 36 costumes; wood-engraved text illustration; contemporary blue pebble
grain cloth, spine with label lettered in gilt.

‘In 1827 Kinsey made a tour in Portugal with the intention of making the
country better known to the English people. From his journals and a
series of letters written to his friend Thomas Haynes Bayly, as well as
from historical and other sources, Kinsey published Portugal Illustrated
(1828), an interesting account of the country, and well illustrated with
engravings by G. Cooke and Skelton from drawings chiefly made by a
companion during his tour. It was dedicated to Lord Auckland, to whom
Kinsey was chaplain, and a second edition appeared in 1829’ (DNB).
Abbey, Travel, 142; Colas 1613; 
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Att ra c t i v e l y  i l l u s t r a t e d  w i t h  h e r  own  d raw ing s

25 [KNIGHT, Cornelia] A DESCRIPTION OF LATIUM or la Campagna di Roma, with etchings
by the author, London: Longman Hurst Rees and Orme, Paternoster-Row 1805. £ 1,150

4to, pp. xi, [1] blank, 268, printed errata slip; engraved map, 20 etched plates, printed in brown and lightly washed in yellow,
contemporary green half calf over marbled boards; engraved armorial bookplate of Kinnaird.

Latium is Cornelia’s principal work and most attractively illustrated with her own drawings. Dedicated to Queen
Charlotte the same year that Cornelia was appointed companion to the queen, the author decided not to include any
reference to the now notorious ménage à trois of the Hamiltons and Nelson, Knight . Her friends advised her that
her association was damaging her reputation and so Cornelia immediately left and severed her connections with her
erstwhile patrons, much to their disgust.
Cornelia Knight (1757-1837), artist and author, lived in Italy with her mother from 1777 until the latter’s death in
1799 when she returned to England with Nelson and Emma Hamilton. She became companion to Queen Charlotte
in 1805 and governess to Princess Charlotte in 1813, until dismissed the following year. She went abroad again in
1816 where she remained until her death. 

26 [LONDON CRIES] THE CRIES OF
LONDON London: W. S. Johnson, Printer and
Publisher, St. Martin’s Lane, Charing Cross. No
date [circa 1850].                                        £ 375

Pp 8, [9.5 x 6.5 cm] illustrated with 8 small wood-engravings
of cries; Original wrappers with woodcut of another cry,
accompanied by a verse, to the upper panel, uncut and
unstitiched; covers little soiled and worn; else a very good copy of
a scarce printing.

Only one copy cited at the British Library.
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Have l l  e y e  f o r  d e t a i l  a t  i t s  b e s t

27 [LONDON] HAVELL, Robert, Jun. A PANORAMA OF LONDON. Taken from Nature by R.
Havell, Jun. London: Published by Havell & Co. 79, Newman Street, Oxford Street MDCCXXIV [ 1824].

£ 5,000

Hand-coloured aquatint strip panorama, consisting of publisher’s label at extreme right with modern stay and six sheets all conjoined,
measuring 84 x 4,200 mm, with title 84 x 4295 overall; a few old tears skilfully repaired and some minor soiling; in original treen
case with a laquered aquatint label with a patriotic design consists of Fame, blowing a trumpet from which is suspended the title the
royal crown, and below are the arms of the Corporation of London, Royal Arms, Union flag, and an abundance of relevant symbols:
Industry (hive), Trade (ship), Plenty (cornucopia), Justice (fasces), Fortitude (lion), Agriculture (corn), maritime steadfastness (anchor),
civic patronage (sword and mace), and military preparedness (cannon, lance and military drum).

The view commences at Vauxhall in order to show the recently built Vauxhall Bridge (opened 1816) and Millbank
Penitentiary (opened 1822). It extends as far east as the London Docks and St John Wapping. The recently built
Waterloo and Southwark Bridges (opened 1817 and 1819 respectively) are depicted. There is no sign of New
London Bridge, the building of which commenced in 1823. River traffic featured in the print includes the
Richmond Steam Yacht the Margate Steam Yacht, the French Steam Yacht, the Leith Steam Yacht, all crowded
with excursionists, and the personal yacht of the eccentric Wapping biscuit-maker, Alderman Sir William Curtis
M.P. Off Millbank are to be seen six ‘four-oared pleasure galleys’ partaking in a rowing match (presumably the
Doggett’s Coat and Badge Race?), and off Bank Side a civic procession of City ceremonial barges. The river is
crowded with yachts, colliers, hay barges, Thames barges, and Peter boats.
The copper plate for this panorama was auctioned at Geo. Jones & Co. on 27 May 1828 (91), on the dissolution of
Robert Havell Senior and Robert Havell Junior’s partnership. Robert Havell Junior, however, appears to have
retained the plate, for it also features in S. Leigh Sotheby’s sale for 18 July 1838 (36). On this latter occasion Havell
was disposing of copper plates and copyrights prior to emigrating to the United States. A facsimile of the extremely
rare printed booklet is included with the panorama. 
Abbey, Life, 485. 

The  Py j ama Fac t o r y

28 MARSCHNER, Alfred. AL-MA. STRICK- UND WIRKWARENFABRIK. Wien. VI.
Hornbostelgase 3 [cover title]. [Vienna, c. 1930]. £ 350

Oblong 4to album of 25 half-plate silver bromide
photos mounted on cream cards with captions
blocked in gold; mounts occasional with marginal
dusting; original cord-bound cloth boards, front
cover lettered in gilt and with company logo.

A very attractive album containing 25
photographs depicting the factory and
products of the Marschner company of
Vienna, manufacturers of undergarments
and nightwear.
Probably produced for leading clients or
shareholders in the firm, the album
contains photographs showing the
machinery of the factory, the conditions of
the (almost exclusively female) workers,
the workers’ dining hall, the distribution of
the products, and a display of the various
night garments. The album gives an
interesting insight into the type of work
available to women in 1920s Austria.
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29 MILLAIS, John Guille.
RHODODENDRONS AND THE VARIOUS
HYBRIDS [First & Second Series] in which is set
forth an account of all species of the genus
Rhododendron (including Azaleas) and the various
hybrids. London: Longmans, Green and Co. 39
Paternoster Row. 1917 and 1924.                      £ 850

FIRST EDITION. NOS. 264 AND 380 OF 550 COPIES.
Two volumes, folio pp. xi, 267; xii, 363, [3], both title printed in
red and black, 114 plates including 34 coloured, 28 collotype and
52 half tone plates the latter with sever images to each sheet; original
burgundy cloth, upper covers and spines lettered in gilt; upper cover of
first series with water marks and one-inch tear to one joint and
headband bumped.

A good set of this limited edition monograph on the
spectacular flowering shrubs. Millais explains in the
preface that his original intention was to ‘consolidate in
one volume all that is known of the Genus
Rhododendron.’ However, the increase of hybridization
of the genus, and some new discoveries made it necessary
to publish the second volume. - A thoroughly useful
standard work for both the gardener as well as the
botanist. 

John Guille Millais (1865–1931) became a naturalist,
wildlife artist,  gardener and travel writer who specialised
in wildlife and flower portraiture. He travelled extensively
around the world in the late Victorian period detailing
wildlife often for the first time. 

30 [MONTGOLFIER]. BRONZE MEDAL BY
NICOLAS-MARIE GATTEAUX, commemortating the
Montgolfier unmanned balloon ascent, Champ de Mars,
Paris, 1783. £ 250

41mm diameter, thickness 3mm. Obverse legend, Jose. et. Etien. Montgolfier
pour avoir rendu l’air navigable; scene, double low relief portrait, profile heads
to left, natural hair; artist signed at base, N. Gatteaux. Reverse legend:
‘Experience du Champ de Mars 27 Aoust 1783. En vertu d’une souscription
sous la direct de M. Faujas de St Fond’ with the scene above of balloon above
clouds, view of Champ de Mars building and forest below; apart from a few
marks, in very good condition.

Rare medal commemorating Joseph & Étienne Montgolfier and
the [unmanned] balloon ascent from the Champ de Mars, Paris, 27
August 1783; a subscription organised by Barthélémy Faujas de
Saint-Fond funded the ascent.

31 NELSON, Thomas, publisher. EASTERN
MANNERS AND CUSTOMS T. Nelson and Sons,
London, Edinburgh, and New York. 1870.        £ 200

Oblong 8vo, pp 20 [4]. 12 Nelson-type plates, including cover
illustration; original decorated brown backed green cloth the upper
cover blocked in black with a Nelson-type illustration of ploughing.

A very attractive Nelson souvenir first published in 1857.
This edition however having the additional tints of yellow,
green and red from relief blocks in addition to the more
common fawn and blue. this experimental period lasted
from 1869 to 1872 when the company took the decisive
step into chromolithography.
B. Gascoigne Milestones in Colour Printing 7.
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32 [PHILLIPS, Sir Richard editor]. THE VOCAL LIBRARY; being The Largest Collection of
English, Scottish, and Irish songs, ever printed in a single volume. Selected from the best authors between
the age of Shakspear [sic] Jonson, and Cowley, and that of Dibdin, Wolcot and Moore. with an Index.
London: Printed for Sir Richard Phillips and Co. Bride-Court, Bridge Street Blackfriars; By J. and C
Adlard, 28 Bartholomew Close. [1826]. £ 225

Square 12mo pp. xvi, 704 printed in double columns; wood engraved frontispiece with 4 scenes; original green calf, the spine decorated
and lettered ‘2000 Songs’ the upper cover lettered in script ‘Vocal Library.’

A comprehensive collection published and probably edited by Sir Richard Phillips (1767-1840), author and
publisher, radical with curious peculiarities, an irascible temper and by John Wilson (Christopher North) to be ‘a
dirty little Jacobin’, with no literary ability.
Still he was successful and founded the Monthly Review and produced several dumpy little volumes such as the Vocal
Library that gave excellent value for money. These works heralded the mighty popularisers later in the century of the
brothers Chambers and Charles Knight. 
Wither Phillips took any care about copyright is doubtful and in some case gave attributions which were if not
accurate helped to sell the works. The market he was aiming for is illustrated in the four scenes in the woodcut
frontispiece Vauxhall Gardens; a group of men drinking around a table; and two domestic scenes one with a flautist
and cellist and a couple singling and a lady seated with a gothic cased upright piano behind and the last scene of
four ladies one at her harp another at he piano and singers standing.

An apo th e o s i s  o f  B r i t i s h  Go th i c

33 [PHOTOGRAPHY] THE ALBERT MEMORIAL,
ILLUSTRATED BY 29 PHOTOGRAPHS, London, Marion
& Co, 22 & 23 Soho Square, [1873].                                £ 750

oblong folio [23.5 × 30cm]; title in red and 29 photographs [10 × 15 cm]
mounted on card; original panelled green morocco, upper cover lettered in gilt
rebacked to style.

The photographs illustrate the individual sculptures devoted to
Agriculture, Manufactures, Commerce, Engineering and four
Continents together with the frieze of notable men poets musicians,
painters, sculptors and architects. Women being relegated to
emblematic roles.

The firm of Augustin Marion was established in the mid 1830's by
Claude Mames Augustin Marion selling fine French stationary at
Paris. Around 1842 a branch of the firm was established at London
and from its Regent Street address began to stock photographic
paper from 1854. By 1857 the firm was credited with introducing
Carte-de-visite to great Britain and continued as a thriving wholesale
business of celebrity photographs and later on in producing albums
of photographs.
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The  wo r l d  o f  sma l l  p e o p l e  and  f a i r i e s

34 [PLUNKET, Hon. Emmeline Mary]. DWARF STORIES, BY E.M.P. [London?] [1888]. £ 1,250

12mo [16 x 10.5cm] pp. [64]; with six tipped in pen and ink illustrations; original limp black roan; preserved in a black morocco
backed cloth box.

A finely presented and illustrated fairy book by the little known Emmeline Mary Plunket.
The manuscript contains three stories ‘The Dwarf with the Yellow Nose’, ‘What became of the Yellow Nose’ and
‘The Story of the Storm Dwarf.’ The first story is modelled on sleeping beauty, with a disgruntled fairy who did not
receive her royal invitation to see the baby prince’s first tooth. This was due to the ‘Telegraph boy’, who having
exhausted himself delivering telegrams by hand to fairies, decided to post the last one. Unfortunately it was dusk
and the boy ‘mistaking a common pump for one of His Majesty’s Pillar Posts’ the telegram was lost. The fairy,
being a bit unhappy having also pricked her finger collecting gooseberries that morning, turns up at the castle to
give the child an enormous long and yellow nose that sounded like a hundred pigs. ‘The ‘King & Queen die of grief
on the spot, the nurse went into hysterics, the boot boy dropped his blacking pot on the floor, spoilt a new carpet,
embroidered (in touching allusion to the Infants dental achievement) with a double dogtooth pattern, which had
only been laid down the day before …’ The court think their Prince is lost and the substituted grunting thing in the
cradle isn’t him, and therefore he falls in to the hands of peasants. The end includes the Prince becoming a court
fool and a dwarf to boot, but he is saved by the kiss of a beggar maiden (who of course is really a princess who
loves the prince), which breaks the spell and the nose falls off, and they all live happily ever after. 
The next story contains
further adventures of the
Yellow Nose that had now
lain hidden sometime in a
fountain. The fairy not
wanting to waste the nose
accidentally attaches it to her
own face. The fairy in trying
to remove the nose asks the
help of a blacksmith who
beats it on the his anvil and
puts in in his furnace to no
avail, a carpenter tries a
grinding stone and eventually
she tries a doctor who paints
the nose with carbolic acid
until it turns to brown and
then pink – alas the fairy is
stuck with the nose although
it is at least a better colour.
The final story is more
curious and relates the story
of a dwarf who has to carry
the burden of 365 parcels,
each for a different day of the
year, eventually being relieved
of his burden by a
grasshopper.
The Honourable Emmeline Mary Plunket (1835-1924) was a daughter of the third Baron Plunket of Newton. She
published several books including Merry Games in Rhyme from the Olden Time (1886); Very Short Stories in Very Short
Words (1887) and later Ancient Calendars and Constellations (1903); The Judgement of Paris, and some other legends
astronomically considered (1908). She never married, and lived out the last of her days in Wimbledon.
The recipient of the present volume was Vera Lowe, daughter of Harvey Lowe and Raïssa Porfirievna Rimsky-
Korsakov, a relation to the composer. The inscription notes that she was a cousin of the author although we have
not been able to establish the exact relationship. We do know that Vera may have tried her hand as an amateur actor
and was married in November 1917 to Terence Gray (1895-1986), the Taoist philosopher and writer better known
by the pen name ‘Wei Wu Wei. Terence Gray married again in 1935 so Vera, who was probably 15 years his senior,
may have predeceased him.

Brummi e  e s c ap e s  Napo l e o n  f o r  a  l i f e  i n  S i c i l y

35 [RICHARDS, Thomas Bingham]. LETTERS FROM SICILY. Written in the year 1798, by a
Gentleman to his Friends in England. London, Printed for the Author, by W. Stratford and R. Young,
1800. £ 450

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [2], xv, [3], 220 (bound without half-title); apart from minor spotting in places a very good copy in
contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt and with gilt-stamped morocco lettering-piece; extremities a little worn;
front paste-down inscribed by Hely-Hutchinson, 1st Earl of Donoughmore, dated 1808.
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Scarce first edition of these nineteen Letters from Sicily by Thomas
Bingham Richards, presenting an entertaining and informative
account of the Island, its history, main towns, geography,
customs and practices.
Amongst the notable places he visited were Palermo and Catania,
each of which a thorough account is given, a vivid description of
an ascent of Mount Etna (on which he concludes ‘I could write
about Mount Etna for a whole day together, but I should tire you
with a multiplicity of ideas, which though strictly true, would to
you appear wild and romantic’ p. 72), as well as a visit to the
famous Catacombs, where he met with an old hermit who
showed him ‘in a recluse spot a fragment of a column of granite,
erected on a pedestal, against which many of the primary
Christians suffered martyrdom, and with the serious air of
credulity he pointed to some spots occasioned by the stain of
their blood’ (p. 111). Details are also provided of the flora and
fauna, the wild boars, and amusing incidents of the people he met
along the way, including one account of a Monk who thought he
was a French spy (p. 52).
Richards notes in the preface that he wrote the work on account
of ‘the disastrous Revolution, which at the close of the year 1798,
compelled the Royal Family of Naples to seek refuge in Sicily’
which had rendered it ‘a more general subject of enquiry, and
excited a strong desire to become acquainted with the present
state of it’ (p. ii).
Thomas Bingham Richards (1781-1857) led an interesting life
which included acting as an agent responsible for buying artefacts
for the British Museum on behalf of Henry Salt of Lichfield, then
British Consul General in Egypt, whom he had a lifelong
friendship after they met at drawing lessons in Birmingham when
boys.
ESTC locates three copies in America, at Yale, Universities of Chicago and Rochester; OCLC adds University of
Oklahoma.

36 ROBERTS, George THE HISTORY OF LYME-REGIS, DORSET, from the earliest periods to
the present day. Sherborne: Printed for the author, by Langdon and Harker, and for Baldwin, Cradock,
and Joy, and S. Bagster, London, 1823. £ 375

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 221, [5]; two hand coloured folding lithograph plates by C. Hullmandel after Thomas Mann
Baynes; later black morocco backed boards; armorial bookplate of Cornelius Walford.

The major part of the work contains the history
of Lyme-Regis based upon Robert’s extensive
research into local and other archives. This is
followed with a topographical account
including a guide to the principle public
buildings, the Cobb, climate, distinguished
families, coins, geology and fossils.
George Roberts ‘kept a day and boarding-
school - the Classical Academy - in Broad
Street, and among his publications were
dictionaries on geology, geography, and
commerce, intended for pupils and others who
required basic texts in the subjects. A lover of
Lyme Regis and its surrounding countryside, he
spent much time studying the geography and
geology of the area’ [DNB]
Clearly the better issue with the two lithographs
coloured, however there is sadly no mention of
Louisa Musgrove’s very recent fall on the
pavement on the Lower Cobb.
Bibliotheca Dorsetiensis p. 168
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“ c e  n e  s o n t  pa s  m e s  p en s e e s ”  (Rous s e au )

37 ROUSSEAU, Jean Jacques. THOUGHTS ON
DIFFERENT SUBJECTS. By J. J. Rousseau, Citizen of Geneva. In
Two Volumes. Vol. I [-II]. London: Printed for S. Crowder, J. Coote,
W. Griffin, and J. Knox. 1768.                                                  £ 450

FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. Two volumes, 12mo, pp. xi, [i] blank,
216; [ii], ii, 220; apart from a few marks in places, a clean copy throughout; with
contemporary French annotations throughout; in contemporary sheep, expertly rebacked,
with red morocco label lettered in gilt, corners rubbed.

Uncommon first English edition of this selection of Rousseau’s thoughts
and philosophic concepts, compiled from extracts from his writings. 
This collection helped to propagate Rousseau’s ideas and attitudes,
admittedly at a popular level, but was not greeted with great enthusiasm by
Rousseau himself, who had not been informed of its preparation. In a letter
to Duchesne he complained: Ces Pensees … sont bien de moi, mais ce ne sont pas
mes pensees. Arranged under a variety of headings, such as God, conscience,
morality, liberty, suicide, women, etc. the articles are also findable through
the detailed index, and are followed by a section of philosophical
aphorisms.
ESTC T136484.

38 ROWLANDSON, Thomas. THE HIGH METTLED RACER. London: Pub… by S.W. Fores,
No.3 Piccadilly, July 20, 1789. £ 2,000

A set of four hand coloured engravings with aquatint by J. Hasell [350 × 445mm]; each print with a double fillet border in wash
containing engraved lines of verse and titles imprint at foot of two plates shaved also minor nicks to blank edges and some skilful
restoration; overall a very fine set; preserved in a custom-made cloth portfolio.

A fine set of prints illustrating Rowlandson’s skill at capturing ribaldry and gusto of Georgian Britain.
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Although without separate titles the plates have been given the descriptive names Racehorse, The Hunter, The Hack,
and the The Cart-Horse, the borders engraved with verses taken from Charles Dibdin’s Liberty Hall, first presented in
February 1785 at Drury Lane.
The fate of the horse is given in four cameos, each with a Gentleman observing the decline of the animal. The first
plate depicting a horse race with crowds cheering on the winners; the second plate showing the Gentleman, now the
owner of the horse, with his wife, friends and huntsman at the kill of a fox; the third plate has the Gentleman
meeting up with his old horse outside an inn the horse paired with another waiting to be hitched up to a carriage;
and lastly the horse lying dead outside in front of a farriers, the one time owner looking on in dismay.
Grego I, p. 261; Seltzer. p. 237 & Mellon British Sporting and Animal Prints p. 148.

39 SAMARITANI, G.L. da and LENGHI, Giacomo. RACCOLTA DI COSTUMI
NAPOLETANI. [Naples], 1846. £ 1,250

4to [280 × 180mm.], 20 hand coloured lithograph costume plate, including title; contemporary roan backed decorative cloth.

A good series of costume plates depicting the complexity of Neapolitan life.
Sets of costume plates were sold freely to tourists and at festival times, both individually and in various
combinations of subject and number. This set contains 20 plates, others by the same artist can be found with as
many as eighty plates or as few as ten. Neither Colas nor Lipperheid note this series although Colas does record an
oblong folio with the same title dated to 1825 with 18 plates containing different subjects than our copy.
The plates include the following subjects - Acouajuola, Mangiatore di Maccheroni, Facchino, Puncinella, Melonaro,
Tarantella [male], tarantela [female], Uomo di ritorno dalla mad. dell’Arco, Donna di ritorno dalla mad. dell’Arco,
venditore di fragole, Marinajo, Ovajola, quesua per s. Anonio, Impaglia sedie, Scrivano pubblico, Canta storie,
Venditore di Pizze, Venditore di Maccheroni, Ciabattino, and Ventitrice di spighe.

40 SARGEANT, John. VIEWS IN KENSINGTON GARDENS, from Drawings by Mr. I. Sargeant;
engraved by H. Wallis and J. Rogers. London, J. Churchill, 1831. £ 700

SCARCE FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. 44, 8 steel-engraved plates on India paper (including additional engraved title, which is
bound after p. 32); occasional light foxing to a few plates; well-preserved in late 19th-century half buckram over marbled boards, spine
lettered in gilt; from the library of Athelstan Riley, with his allegorical engraved bookplate on front paste-down and stamp on title.

Only 160 copies of this fine pictorial and historic documentation of Kensington Gardens were subscribed. Sargeant
describes the development of the Royal garden and its place in the English imagination, poetry and aesthetics of
landscape.
The owner of this copy was John Athelstan Laurie Riley (1858–1945), writer on spirituality and religion who
commissioned T. G. Jackson in 1883 to design the most striking house to be built at Kensington Court. The
contractor was Albert Estcourt of Gloucester, who built widely for Jackson at this time, and Robert Edwards was
clerk of works. It is Jackson’s only London town house. - One wonders if this simple binding was part of the
decorative scheme of the library.
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41 SCHUBERT, Gotthilf Heinrich von; Johann Martin BERNATZ Illustrator; Johs ROTH, &
Oskar FRAAZ. PALÄSTINA: New Album of the Holy Land: 50 views of important places mentioned in
Scripture, from nature … With a map of Palestine … . Stuttgart: J.F. Steinkopf. 1868. £ 950

Oblong folio 21 x 280mm; pp. [vi] prelims, [100] text, [6]; text in English, French and German in parallel columns; Wood-engraved
frontispiece; 48 tinted lithograph plates, one a double page panorama of Jerusalem; two photograph of Beirut and Damascus taken from
watercolours (some spotting with one plate partly foxed); six wood-engravied cuts; and a tipped in additional woodcut of Bishop Gobat’s
orphanage on Zion; contemporary roan backed green paper boards, spine worn.

Views of the Pyramids at Ghizah, Nazareth, Tiberias, Bethlehem, Baalbek, Ephesus, Smyrna, Patmas and Petra are
included, forming a work similar in scope, if not as luxurious, as Robert’s Holy Land.
The work was first published at Stuttgart in 1839 with 40 views. The present edition was first issued in 1855 when
an English text was provided with an increase in the number of illustrations.
Röhricht, Bibliotheca Geographica Palestinae 385; OCLC records one copy only, at Hamilton College, New York.

‘ a  wo r t h y ,  h on e s t  man ’

42 SIMCO, John Bookseller. A CATALOGUE OF PRINTS
AND BOOKS of English Topography, Portraits, and other
subjects, of various, scarce, and curious articles, now on sale , (for
ready money,) By John Simco, No. 2, Warwick Street, Golden
Square; of whom catalogues may be had, price 6d. London; printed
by J. Barker, Great Russell-street, Covent-Garden. [1805].        £ 280

8vo, pp. [2], 102; neatly bound in calf backed marbled boards, the spine with a red
label lettered in gilt.

The 3,269 items begin with maps plans and prints of England and Wales
divided into counties followed by sections devoted to Scotland, Ireland
and ‘Foreign’ - a section that includes everything from the Nile, to a View
of the Palace of Charlottenberg. The remaining sections are of portraits,
miscellaneous Prints and oddly a few pieces of stained glass.
John Simco, (1749?-1824) was rembered in the Gentleman’s Magazine on his
death as ‘a worthy, honest man, long known and respected for his love of
Antiquities, and his curious Catalogues of Topography and Biography
(from 1788 to the present time). Mr. Simco particularly devoted his
attention to the sale of Books and Prints’ relating to Topography and
Biography. He was patronized by I. Barnard, esq. His Majesty’s Librarian;
Sir R. C. Hoare, bart.; the late Mr. John Townley; Mr. Nassau; and many
other eminent collectors; for all of whom honest Simco collected many a
curious article.’
No copy located on OCLC
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‘Le t  B r i t a i n  d e t e rm in e  a s  s h e  w i l l ,  t h e  g u i l t  and  in f amy  o f  t h i s  t r a f f i ck ’

43 [SLAVERY]. BEAUFOY, Henry. THE SPEECH OF MR. BEAUFOY, Tuesday, the 18th June,
1788, in a committee of the whole House, on a bill for regulating the conveyance of negroes from Africa
to the West-Indies. To which are added observations on the evidence adduced against the bill. London,
printed by J. Phillips, 1789. £ 500

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 37; title a little spotted; early 19th century half calf over marbled boards, neatly rebacked and
lettered, with the armorial bookplate of Ferguson of Raith on front pastedown.

Uncommon first edition of this speech on the debate of Dolben’s Bill to limit the number of slaves carried on each
ship, by Henry Beaufoy (1750-1795), a Whig politician and long serving Member of Parliament, who argues for the
abolition of slavery altogether.
‘One would think from the evidence at the bar, and from the arguments of the counsel upon it, that the solid
pestilence, the thick contagion, the substantial rotteness of an African ship is congenial to the spirits of a negro.
Could any thing add to the indignation we feel at such a trade, conducted in such a way, it would be the preposterous
arguments by which that trade is defended’ (p. 10).
Goldsmiths’ 13989; Higgs 2334; Sabin 4166.

44 SMITH, Adam. AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND CAUSES OF THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS … Vol. I [-III] … The ninth edition. London, printed for A. Strahan; and T. Cadell, in the
Strand. 1799. £ 1,250

NINTH EDITION. Three volumes, 8vo, pp. xii, 499, [1] blank; [ii] half title, vi, 518, [5] appendix, [1] blank; vii, [i] blank,
465, [1] blank, [49] index, [1] advertisement; apart from occasional light foxing text clean and fresh throughout; attractively bound in
contemporary calf, spines tooled in gilt with contrasting labels lettered and numbered in gilt, upper joint of vol I cracked and vol. III
starting (but both holding firm), some minor chipping to labels and rubbing to extremities, but not detracting from this being an
appealing copy, with contemporary armorial bookplate of ‘Thomas Hartley, Linethwaite’ on front pastedown of each volume.

An attractive copy of The Wealth of Nations, ‘the first and greatest classic of modern economic thought’ (PMM).
This work was a mile-stone in the economic progress of Britain and subsequently the rest of the world. It
developed the theory of laissez-faire and the right of individuals and states carry on their economic activity
unimpeded. It ends with a history of economic development and a virtual demolition of the mercantile system;
there are some prophetic comments on the limits of economic control.
Kress B3994; Goldsmith 17550; Vanderblue catalogue p. 4.
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45 SMITH, Albert. A POTTLE OF
STRAWBERRIES, to beguile a short journey or a long
half hour… with illustrations by Gilbert and Henning.
London: D. Bogue, Fleet Street. MDCCCXLVIII.
[1848].                                                                 £ 225

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 62; numerous wood-engraved
illustrations throughout the text; full polished Spanish calf, spine
lettered in gilt by Riviere; preserving original chromolithograph upper
wrapper.

The work was ‘got up’ in the same style of Albert Smith’s
popular ‘Natural Histories’ that included The Gent, The Flirt,
and The Ballet Girl. Smith brings his wit to bear on the
Chinese Junk, then moored in the Thames, The Hampton
Court Maze, tedium of Second Class Travel, Gambling at
Ascot, The New Overland Route to India and other items
topical to 1848.

For the uninitiated a ‘pottle’ at the time was described in
Notes & Queries [7th Series, Vol. 4 p. 436, 1887] as properly a
small basket for holding fruit, however ‘The real thing,
though pretty enough to look at, was always a swindle stale
and smashed strawberries at the bottom, with a few fine
fresh ones to crown the edifice of imposture.” The
illustrations include work by Archibald Henning and six by
Sir John Gilbert.
OCLC: 4471410.

The  F i r s t  London  Guid e

46 STOW, John. A SURVAY OF LONDON.
CONTAYNING THE ORIGINALL, Antiquity,
Increase, Moderne estate, and description of that
Citie, written in the yeare 1598, by Iohn Stow
Citizen of London Also an Apologie (or defence)
against the opinion of some men, concerning that
Citie, the greatnesse thereof. With an Appendix,
containing in Latine, Libellum de situ & nobilitate
Londini: Written by William Fitzstephen, in the
raigne of Henry the second, London, Imprinted by
[John Windet for] Iohn Wolfe, Printer to the
honorable Citie of London, And are sold at his
shopp within the Popes head Alley in Lombard
street, 1598.                                                   £ 4,750

FIRST EDITION. Small 4to in 8s [187 × 135 mm.], pp.
[viii], 450, 467-480, 465-483, [1] ‘Faults escaped in this
booke’; upper fore edge corner of title strengthened , some soiling and
minor abrasions usual with this work; seventeenth century calf,
expertly rebacked to style, with dark red label lettered in gilt.

Then most important and detailed record of the social
conditions, customs and buildings of Elizabethan
London. 
Stow, who numbered among his friends Ben Jonson and
fellow antiquary William Camden, was of humble origins
and profited little by his labours; indeed, he was regarded
by the ecclesiastical authorities as a suspicious person
“with many dangerous and superstitious books in his
possession,” and his house was regularly searched. 
The outer sheet of quire 2H in known in two settings our
copy with errata on 2H10v, and 2H1r line 2 ending ‘whom’; Pforzheimer describes this as the second issue although
priority is not established between copies with or without the ‘errata’ and modern bibliography prefers to assign the
differences as variants with no priority.
The work mentioned in the title by Fitzstephen is an excerpt of his: Descriptio nobilissimæ civitatis Londiniæ. 
STC 23341; Lowndes 2525; Pforzheimer, 992.
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47 SWEET, Robert. HORTUS SUBURBANUS
LONDINENSIS or, a catalogue of plants cultivated in the
neighbourhood of London; arranged according to the
Linnean System: with the addition of the Natural orders to
which they belong, References to books where they are
described, their native Places of Growth, when introduced,
Time of Flowering, and Reference to Figures… London:
Printed for James Ridgway, 170, Piccadilly. 1818.         £ 400

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xi, [i], 242; modern half calf over original
marbled boards, spine with raised bands, red label lettered in gilt.

An encyclopedic work in which Sweet attempts to order all the
plants cultivated in the London area together with a reference to
other works containing fuller details and illustrations. 
‘Robert Sweet, (1783–1835), horticulturist, was born at
Cockington, near Torquay … In 1810 Sweet entered as a partner,
with William Malcolm, in the Stockwell nursery, and when that
was dissolved in 1815, became foreman at the nursery of Whitley,
Brames, and Milne, of Fulham. In 1819, he entered the service of
Messrs Colvill; while in their employ he was charged with having
received a box of plants knowing them to have been stolen from
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, but was acquitted after trial at
the Old Bailey on 24 February 1824. In 1826 he left the Colvills,
and occupied himself until 1831 almost wholly in the production
of botanical works, while still cultivating a limited number of
plants in his garden at Parson’s Green, Fulham. In 1830 he moved
to Chelsea, where he had a larger garden and cultivated for sale to
his friends. In June 1831 Sweet suffered a complete nervous
breakdown. He died on 20 January 1835’.
BM (Nat. Hist.) p. 2059.

48 SWINSTEAD, George Hillyard. THE OLD-WORLD GARDEN and How I made It in a
London Suburb … with Fifty Original Drawings, Designs, and Photographs by the Artist. London: Bains
& Scarsbrook, Swiss Cottage, N.W. 1910. £ 200

4to, pp. [i-ii], iii, [iv], v-vi [vii-xvi], 50, [4]; 26 photogravure plates
including a frontispiece; original decorated green cloth blocked in brown
and red and lettered in gilt, slightly worn at head and tail of spine and
joints.

Swinstead (1860-1926), was a Chorister in Queen Victoria’s
Private Chapel Choir, Windsor, from 11 to 16 but found his
talent as a painter, exhibiting at the Royal Academy in 1882.
His work manly consisted of rather sentimental paintings
and good portraits. For some time he was Vice-President of
the Hampstead Society of Artists and became interested in
the adaptation of the small gardens attached to suburban
homes around London. Previous to the ‘Sweetness and
Light’ movement gardens were small and crowded by the
pressure on space in city centres. With the spread of suburbs
gardens began to expand and Swinstead work reflects his
ideas on how best to adapt this space as an old-world
cottage look.
The book shows how he converted the small space at the
back of his home at 14 Kidderpore Avenue, Hampstead,
NW3 into a charming garden 55 × 45ft with a pond, lawn
(that included clock golf), paved pathways, sundial, bench
seats and enough bowers and boundary screens to disguise
surrounding building and neighbours. A number of the
views show the garden in each season and from various
angles, clearly demonstrating Swinstead’s skill at creating
individual space on such a small plot of land. 
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PMM 348

49 TEMPLE, Frederick, et al. ESSAYS AND REVIEWS.
London: John W. Parker and Son, West Strand. 1860.         £ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 433, [1]; original purple cloth blocked in
blind to spine and boards, brown coated endpapers, titles to spine gilt, some rubbing
and surface wear.

First edition of this groundbreaking collection of theological essays, the
first assault on Biblical literalism from within the ranks of British
theologians. 
The edifice of literalism had been crumbling for several decades, under
assault from the science of Lyell and Darwin and the new Biblical
criticism of Baur and Strauss at the University of Tübingen. “But all
these were outside the Church of England, and it was thus with a
double force that Essays and Reviews, when it generally became
known, struck clergy and laity. Not only did the book subscribe to the
modern non-literal concept of the Bible text, but, far worse, the authors
were with one exception beneficed clergy, and the majority came from
the sanctuary of Oxford” (PMM 348). Two of the contributors,
Rowland Williams and Henry Bristow Wilson, were found guilty by the
Court of Arches, though the verdict was overturned by the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council, and in the long-term the Church came
to accept much of what the essayists advocated.

The edition had a print run of 1,000 copies, however the survival rate
of this much read and rebound work in its original publishers cloth is
something more uncommon.

50 [TILES]. RAKO. [COVER TITLE]. [Rakovník, c. 1925].         £ 425

Tall 4to, (330 x 178 mm), one leaf with the company’s logo and 56 plates, several of which
printed in colour; a few a little spotted; original illustrated wrappers; cord-bound as issued; printed
label on rear cover chipped, spine skillfully restored.

An unusual catalogue of ceramic heating stoves.
The ceramics manufacturer was established in the Bohemian town of Rakovník
(Rakonitz in German) in 1883. Besides industrial and technical ceramics the
company produced tiles for the exterior and interior of buildings and entire
ceramic ovens and stoves, many of which are illustrated here. 
The also supplied tiles for several iconic art nouveau Czech buildings, including the
Community House in Prague (1912), Hotel Imperial (1914) and for the Bauerova
vila (Villa of the Farmer) in Libodrice lavishly fitted tiles and mosaics. Apart from
the word Rako and the measurements of the products, the catalogue is void of text,
and probaly underpins the international ambitions that Rako had.
See the special issue of the German periodical Keramik, celebrating 125 years of the
company in 2008; OCLC locates one Rako catalogue, of about 1910, in the
Smithsonian Institution.

51 WARNER, Richard. COLLECTIONS FOR THE HISTORY OF HAMPSHIRE, and the
Bishopric of Winchester… in Six Volumes… London: Printed and Sold by the author, and Sold by
Messrs, Rivington, St Paul’s Church-Yard [and others] . £ 650

LIMITED EDITION, ONE OF 250 COPIES. 6 parts bound in three volumes. 4to, [I] pp. x, [6], 270; [II][ii], 99, 158-209,
212-318; [III] [ii], [v]-xvii [i], xlvi, 319, [1], 8; [IV] [ii], 248; [V] [ii], 232 [2]; [VI] [ii], 94; 64 engraved plates including
two coloured and a map; contemporary diced russia, sympathetically rebacked, spine lettered in gilt; bookplate of Sir Robert Palk,1st
Baronet (1717-1797) of Haldon House, Devon. 
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There are many plates - about two thirds of them in the first volume, which comes in two parts - and although
Warner’s biographer in ODNB is unenthusiastic about this work it is still an attractive and useful companion to the
history of Hampshire. The title pages state that only 225 copies were printed, 25 of those being on large paper. Sets
are in fact rarely found complete because not enough copies of Warner’s edition of Domesday were available, and a
fire destroyed a number of the plates before they could be bound with the work. 
Warner, Richard (1763-1857), antiquary at St Marylebone, Middlesex, the only son of Richard Warner, a tradesman
prosperous enough to retire about 1776 to Lymington in Hampshire as a gentleman with a substantial house.
Warner attended Christchurch grammar school and familiarised himself with the New Forest and its antiquities: he
even excavated some barrows. He intended to enter the church, but after a period spent in an attorney’s office, did
he enter St Mary’s Hall, Oxford; he left after eight terms without a degree, apparently to take up a curacy at Boldre,
Hampshire. Here he served under the Revd William Gilpin (1724–1804), an enthusiastic walker and admirer of New
Forest scenery, who could no longer minister to his parishioners himself. Gilpin became a close friend, a fatherly
patron, and a formative literary influence. Warner was ordained and in 1793 he became curate of Fawley, the
valuable living of the Revd Henry Drummond of Cadland.
Warner’s early publications concentrated on the county of Hampshire but once this collection was published
Warner moved to Bath where he continued to write on the Gloucester area and adjacent parts of Wales.
Lowndes p. 2844

52 [WARWICKSHIRE]. WHITE, Francis & Co. FRANCIS
WHITE & CO.’S HISTORY, GAZETTEER AND DIRECTORY
OF WARWICKSHIRE, COMPRISING GENERAL SURVEYS OF
THE COUNTY, AND SEPARATE HISTORICAL, STATISTICAL
AND TOPOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTIONS … AND A SPECIAL
ARTICLE ON THE GEOLOGY OF WARWICKSHIRE. Sheffield,
Francis White & Co., 1874.                                                          £ 225

Large thick 8vo, pp. [4], x, 9-1432, publisher’s half calf, spine lettered gilt by T. Bushill,
Cow Lane, Steam Works, Coventry; upper inner joint sprung and separated from the text
block.

Third edition of White’s comprehensive gazetteer of Warwickshire as
interesting for the short histories of the key towns and cities as it is for the
lists of trades folk, local residents and topographical details. Covers Warwick,
Coventry, Tamworth and a whole host of smaller settlements. 
Although the title-page states that this is published “with a large coloured
sheet map of the county” there is no evidence of such a map ever having
been bound in. Presumably, as was often the case, copies would have been
offered originally both with or without the map and possibly even in a variety
of bindings. 
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Compr eh en s i v e  h i s t o r y  o f  pho t o g r aphy ’ s  f i r s t  f i f t y  y e a r s

53 WERGE, John. THE EVOLUTION OF PHOTOGRAPHY. With a chronological record of
discoveries, inventions, etc., contributions to photographic literature, and personal reminiscences
extending over forty years … London: Piper & Carter, 1890. £ 650

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 312, [8]
advertisements; with four photographic plates; a clean copy
throughout; bound in the original blue publisher’s cloth, spine
lettered in gilt, light rubbed, but still a very appealing copy.

Rare first edition of this idiosyncratic work, based
on the personal reminiscences of the author
extending over 40 years offering a comprehensive
history of photography’s first fifty years
‘No previous history of photography, that I am
aware of, has ever assumed the form of a
reminiscence, nor have I met with a photographic
work, of any description, that is so strictly built
upon a chronological foundation as the one now
placed in the hands of the reader. I therefore think,
and trust, that it will prove to be an acceptable and
readable addition to photographic literature’
(preface).
John Werge was an itinerant English daguerreotypist
and colorist who travelled to America in 1853, met
the leading photographers of the day, including Samuel Root, Matthew Brady, Platt Babbit and Jeremiah Gurney
and secured employment with Meade Brothers in New York. He was to return to Scotland and in 1856 took over
the operation of the Monteith Rooms in Glasgow from John Jabez Hughes. However, he went back to America in
1859 and operated a photographic and publishing business at 805 Broadway, New York until at least 1861, before
finally returning to England where he managed London’s Berners Portrait Company 1874-75.
OCLC records one copy in North America, at the National Gallery of Art in Washington.

54 WOOD, John George. LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF
PERSPECTIVE, as delivered at the Royal Institution, accompanied with a mechanical Apparatus, and
Illustrated with Engravings. The Second Edition. London: printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies, Strand. by
J. M’Creery, Fleet-Street. 1809. £ 475

SECOND EDITION. 4to, [220 × 280 mm.] pp.[i]-vi, [2], 95 [1]; 4 aquatint plates by W.I. Bennett after the author and 9
folding plates of perspectives. original boards, rebacked to style.

The intention of the author was to demonstrate the rules of perspective geometrically but to teach the rules
practically with the use of a hinged mirror and board. The aquatints show Portland Place, Hayward Hill from two
different directions and an interior of a room.
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